
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of general office clerk. If you are looking for an exciting place to work,
please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for general office clerk

Uses computer data entry program to record and track incoming and
outgoing mail
Support applicants’ use of electronic systems
Schedules dates and times for investigation interviews and naturalization
ceremonies
Perform tasks related to preparing for and conducting naturalization
ceremonies, including the preparation and distribution of naturalization
certificates and the retrieval of documentation from applicants
Files copies of documents and notices in appropriate applicant files
Answer phones on site and direct calls to the appropriate person(s)
Serves as the link between external postal services and the site and office
workers
Responsible for the pickup and delivery of both internal and external
government mail including regular, bulk, classified, pouch, and guard mail
Date and time stamps all incoming mail per government agency timelines
Sorts internal mail to be delivered to intended destination/worker

Qualifications for general office clerk

Provide backup staff coverage as required
Perform work in Team Center on a day-to-day basis which includes verifying
bill of material (BOM), matching parts list in configuration management data
base, identifying items missing from BOM to be added to list, creating new
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Superior oral communication skills and demonstrated ability to approach and
respond to individuals at all levels
Ability to manage competing demands, deal effectively with unanticipated
changes in plans, schedules and priorities
Ability to manage competing demands, deal effectively with unanticipated
changes in plans, schedules, and priorities sedentary work more than 50% of
the time
Ability to lift up to 30 pounds up to 15% of the time at 20 inches or less over
70% of the time and adjust eye to bring objects into sharp focus


